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IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator
Loading Data from DB2 z/OS into IDAA

**Full Table Reload**

**Partial Reload**

**Incremental Update**
Incremental Update

• Use replication to replay changes in accelerator

• Low latency

• Concurrent to queries; commit scope on transaction boundaries
Batch Update Scenarios

• Reload many tables fully or partially, e.g. in batch window

• Fully concurrent to queries; commit scope is LOAD operation

• Excellent throughput

• Tables processed sequentially

• Partitions of partitioned tables loaded concurrently
Loading Data from DB2 z/OS into IDAA
Challenges

• Load optimized for throughput of large tables only

• Many small tables handled not very efficiently

• Manual management of parallelism by starting multiple, independent load processes (by customer)

• Lack of control of resources / workload balancing amongst load operations and between load and other operations (e.g. query)
Smart Load

• Automatically manage scale concurrent load operations up and down

• Considers involved resources
  - CPU consumption in Netezza backend
  - CPU consumption on System z
  - Network saturation
  - I/O utilization in Netezza backend
Characteristics

• Oscillating behavior for scaling up/down possible, but not a problem
  • Increment step is only 1
  • Already running load streams are not terminated prematurely

• Expected resource consumption for new load stream is estimated by averaging over history of prior load streams
Preliminary Performance Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Sequential Load</th>
<th>Smart Load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 tables with 1 row each</td>
<td>4min 16s</td>
<td>13s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPC-H (30MB)</td>
<td>42s</td>
<td>7s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Improvements:**

- Keeping load streams open for multiple tables or table partitions
- Inter-table parallelism very beneficial for non-partitioned tables
Summary & Outlook

• Introduction of Load Scheduler to consolidate management of concurrent load operations

• Noticeably improved throughput

• Significantly easier to use

Next Steps:

• Product integration (currently ongoing)

• Deeper integration with workload management in Netezza backend